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Regulation FD Enforcement Action: 
SEC v. AT&T Inc. 

On March 5, 2021, the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) filed a complaint in the U.S. District 

Court for the Southern District of New York against AT&T Inc. (“AT&T”) alleging repeated violations of 

Regulation FD (Fair Disclosure), and against three of AT&T’s Investor Relations (“IR”) executives for 

aiding and abetting those violations. Regulation FD, adopted in August 2000, prohibits issuers, and 

certain others acting on their behalf, from selectively disclosing material, nonpublic information about their 

business or securities to analysts, investors, and others reasonably likely to trade on the information, or 

provide others with advice about trading securities. In its complaint, the SEC alleges that AT&T, through 

its IR executives, intentionally disclosed internal projected and actual financial results to select securities 

analysts without simultaneously disclosing the information to the public, in violation of Regulation FD. 

AT&T and the three IR executives are contesting these allegations. 

The SEC has seldom brought enforcement actions solely for violations of Regulation FD, and it is equally 

rare for a public company to contest such an enforcement action. The SEC’s suit against AT&T and the 

three IR executives serves as an important reminder that the SEC remains committed to ensuring the full 

and fair disclosure of information by issuers and is willing to litigate Regulation FD-based enforcement 

actions when it deems necessary.1 

Highlights 

The SEC alleges that, after learning in March 2016 that AT&T’s consolidated gross revenue for the 

quarter ending March 31 was expected to miss analyst consensus estimates by more than $1 billion, 

AT&T’s IR Department developed and executed a plan to communicate with individual analysts in the 

hope of lowering the consensus estimate to a number that closely matched AT&T’s internal estimate.2 

The company’s CFO, who is not named as a defendant, allegedly instructed the IR Department to “work[] 

the analysts” whose equipment revenue projections remained too high.3 In response, the Director of IR, 

who is also not named as a defendant, allegedly directed the three IR executive defendants to reach out 

                                                      

1  See Press Release, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, SEC Charges AT&T and Three Executives with Selectively 

Providing Information to Wall Street Analysts (Mar. 5, 2021), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-43. 

2  Compl. ¶¶ 2, 57. 

3  Id. ¶ 3. 
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to analysts to “walk ... down” their individual estimates, and held weekly internal calls to monitor the 

impact of the outreach on reducing the consensus revenue estimate for the quarter.4 

Specifically, the SEC alleges that between March 9, 2016 and April 21, 2016 (five days before AT&T 

publicly reported its first quarter results) the IR executives had one-on-one phone calls with analysts at 

approximately 20 Wall Street firms during which the IR executives selectively disclosed AT&T’s internally 

projected record low equipment upgrade rates and percentage declines in wireless equipment revenue, 

communicating “in sum and substance, that the analysts’ revenue estimates were above what AT&T was 

expecting to report and therefore needed to be reduced.”5 Shortly after the one-on-one outreach calls by 

the IR executives, each of the 20 analysts issued revised research reports that provided estimates close 

to AT&T’s internal projections, with nearly all of the reports citing a record low upgrade rate and lower 

wireless equipment revenue as the major factors for the reduced revenue estimate.6 After the 20 firms 

that had been contacted reduced their individual estimates, the consensus revenue estimate fell to a 

number that closely reflected AT&T’s internal quarterly projections.7 AT&T reported quarterly revenue of 

$40.535 billion, beating the final consensus revenue estimate by less than $100 million.8 

The SEC alleges that the IR executives knew, or recklessly disregarded, that information about AT&T’s 

equipment upgrade rates and wireless equipment revenue was material, nonpublic information. One IR 

executive allegedly falsely presented the information that he was sharing—AT&T’s internal projections for 

these metrics—as the consensus estimates because he knew that the information was material and 

nonpublic.9 According to the complaint, the IR executives received periodic training on the proscriptions of 

Regulation FD, and the training materials specifically noted that revenue and sales data were generally 

considered material information.10  

Interestingly, the SEC also alleges that AT&T’s outreach to analysts in and of itself conveyed material, 

nonpublic information. Specifically, the complaint alleges that the IR executives knew or recklessly 

disregarded “that the timing of the calls (i.e., near and after the quarter’s end) and the subject matter 

discussed (i.e., AT&T’s wireless equipment revenue and/or upgrade rate) also independently conveyed, 

apart from the specific details that were discussed on a given call, material nonpublic information to the 

analysts—that their revenue and related estimates were higher than AT&T’s expected results.”11 

AT&T’s Response 

Shortly after the complaint was filed, AT&T released a statement disputing that it violated Regulation FD. 

AT&T argues that there was no material, nonpublic information disclosed on the calls between AT&T 

                                                      

4  Id. ¶ 4. 

5  Id. ¶¶ 64-66; see id. ¶¶ 71-130. 

6   Id. ¶ 67-68. 

7  Id. ¶ 131. 

8  Id. ¶ 136. 

9  Id. ¶ 111. 

10  Id. ¶¶ 25-26. 

11  Id. ¶ 70. 
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“mid-level investor relations employees” and analysts, and therefore no Regulation FD violations.12 In the 

statement, AT&T does not dispute that the IR employees disclosed the information alleged in the SEC’s 

complaint. Instead, AT&T argues that prior to the calls at issue, it had publicly disclosed the impact of 

industry-wide trends on equipment upgrade rates and wireless equipment revenue, and it had made clear 

that the declining phone sales had no material impact on its earnings. The statement further notes that 

the SEC’s complaint does not cite a single analyst who believed they had received material, nonpublic 

information in the referenced one-on-one calls. AT&T cites the “lack of any market reaction” to its first 

quarter 2016 financial results as confirmation that the information disclosed was not material, nonpublic 

information. 

AT&T’s statement indicates that it plans to litigate the matter and prove that the allegations in the SEC’s 

complaint are meritless. 

Practice Considerations 

Every public company must develop systems to manage selective disclosure risks in their investor 

relations programs. While the outcome of the AT&T proceeding will unfold as the litigation progresses, 

there are a number of practice points that issuers and their internal counsel can draw from this 

enforcement action. 

1. Material Earnings Trends.  Public companies typically issue earnings releases four times at 

most over the course of a fiscal year. In many cases, senior management and investor relations 

personnel have informal contacts with the marketplace participants, including analysts and large 

investors, on a daily basis. These contacts are fluid and are addressed in live conversations, not 

carefully scripted earnings releases. The issuer’s senior management and investor relations 

personnel involved in those discussions should have prescribed guidelines about when trends in 

a current or recently completed fiscal period have progressed to the point where information 

about the trend would be expected to be material to a reasonable investor. 

To use an example, operating information about a company is more likely to be material in the 

final weeks of a fiscal quarter (when there may be real visibility into the company’s results) than in 

the first few weeks (when, even for management, projections about the company’s results remain 

a prediction rather than a near certain outcome). Many issuers set a “quiet period” toward the end 

of each fiscal quarter during which management ceases commenting on the company’s actual or 

anticipated results, or even, in many instances, refrains from all communication with analysts for 

any reason.   

2. Guidance on Materiality Issues.  For purposes of Regulation FD, information is material when a 

reasonable investor would consider it significant. This requires judgments to be made within an 

investor relations program on the basis of facts and circumstances—often while the facts are still 

evolving. The company managers making those judgments benefit from having clear guidelines. 

They also benefit from having a designated internal contact in the company’s legal department to 

whom they can turn for guidance on materiality questions and possible adjustments to investor 

                                                      

12  Press Release, AT&T Inc., AT&T Disputes SEC Allegations (Mar. 5, 2021), https://www.prnewswire.com/news-

releases/att-disputes-sec-allegations-301241737.html. 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/att-disputes-sec-allegations-301241737.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/att-disputes-sec-allegations-301241737.html
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relations efforts. In other contexts, reliance on the advice of internal counsel has been significant 

in the resolution of an SEC investigation, even when the SEC disagrees with the advice.13 

3. Risk to Individuals.  AT&T’s press release characterizes the three individual defendants in this 

civil suit as “mid-level investor relations employees,” suggesting that they should not have been 

targeted individually for enforcement action. Whatever the outcome of this litigation, public 

company training programs addressing Regulation FD compliance should stress that the SEC 

made a judgment to include these individuals as defendants in this case, indicating that the SEC 

is willing to pursue individuals further down the organization chart of a company. The possibility 

that action may be taken against individuals below the C-suite or senior executive level should 

focus added attention on Regulation FD and communications guidelines provided to management 

and all other employees whose roles require them to interact with market participants. Companies 

can keep this group of employees narrow by adopting a clear policy that specifies which 

employees are authorized to speak on behalf of the company. 

* * * 

Authors 

Lee T. Barnum 

Karl A. Groskaufmanis 

Nicole R. Love 

Special thanks to Rakelle Shapiro, Litigation Law Clerk, for her valuable assistance in the research and 

drafting of this client memorandum. 

                                                      

13  See Report of Investigation Pursuant to Section 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934: Motorola, Inc., 

Release No. 46898 (Nov. 25, 2002). In 2002, the SEC Division of Enforcement declined to bring an enforcement 

action against Motorola and its senior officials after investigating potential violations of Regulation FD. In 2001, 

Motorola’s investor relations director contacted select analysts and told them that Motorola uses the term 

“significant” – which it had used in public statements to describe weaknesses in its order input, but did not define 

– to mean a rate change of 25% or more. Before the outreach, the investor relations director sought and received 

advice from in-house legal counsel that providing a quantitative definition for the term “significant” to select 

analysts did not violate Regulation FD. The Division of Enforcement stated that counsel’s advice was erroneous, 

but in declining to commence an enforcement action credited that Motorola acted on advice of counsel that was 

sought and provided in good faith. The Division of Enforcement specifically “caution[ed] … that reliance on 

counsel will not necessarily provide a successful defense in all future cases[,]” as any such argument turns on 

the facts and circumstances of the specific case. 
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This memorandum is not intended to provide legal advice, and no legal or business decision should be 

based on its contents. If you have any questions about the contents of this memorandum, please call your 
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